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Abstract

During the last 1995 data acquisition period at LEP, the DELPHI experi-
ment collected an integrated luminosity of 5:9 pb�1 at centre-of-mass energies
of 130 GeV and 136 GeV. Radiative leptonic events (e; �; � ) with high energy
photons were studied and compared to Standard Model predictions. The data
were used to search for charged excited leptons decaying through an electro-
magnetic transition. No signi�cant signal was found. From the search for pair
produced excited leptons, the limits me� > 62:5 GeV/c2, m�� > 62:6 GeV/c2

and m�� > 62:2 GeV/c2 at 95% con�dence level were established. For single
excited lepton production, upper limits on the ratio �=m`� of the coupling of
the excited charged lepton to its mass were derived.

(To be submitted to Phys. Lett. B)
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1 Introduction

Despite the success of the Standard Model (SM) in describing current data, there
are still several open questions, such as the large number of parameters, the number of
generations, the particle masses and the hierarchy problem. Compositeness would cure
some of these problems [1], and could give rise to detectable excited states of charged
leptons. Excited leptons would be produced at LEP in pairs or singly and decay promptly
to their ground state, mainly by photon emission. The study of leptonic events with
isolated high energy photons thus constitutes an appropriate probe in the search for new
physics.

This paper presents a search for events with charged leptons and isolated hard photons
in data recently taken by the DELPHI experiment at LEP. The statistics correspond to an
integrated luminosity of 5:9 pb�1 at centre-of-mass energies of 130 and 136 GeV. Limits
on the production of excited charged leptons are obtained.

In this letter, section 2 summarizes how the compositeness model is used and the
excited lepton production and decay mechanisms. In section 3 a short description of the
relevant detectors of DELPHI used in the present analysis is given. Section 4 presents
an inclusive analysis of radiative leptonic events with hard photons. Finally, in section 5,
an optimized analysis for excited charged leptons is presented and limits on the excited
electron, muon and tau masses are extracted for single and double production.

2 Production of excited leptons

A clear sign of compositeness would be the existence of excited leptons decaying into
their ground state, with the emission of a real photon. Excited charged leptons (e�, ��

and � �) can be produced at LEP according to the following processes:

� single production, e+e� ! ``� ! ``;
� double production, e+e� ! `�`� ! ``.

Single excited muons and taus are produced through  and Z exchange in the s-

channel. On the contrary, single production of e� is dominated by t-channel exchanges
[2] and therefore the spectator electron is often emitted at low polar angles and for this
reason can be undetected.

The single production Lagrangian [2] associated to magnetic transitions from excited
spin 1/2 charged fermions f� to their normal ground state charged fermions f has the
form

Leff =
X

V=;Z

e

�
�f����(cV f�f � dV f�f5)f@�V� + h:c:

where � corresponds to the compositeness mass scale and cV f�f and dV f�f are model
dependent parameters. Usually jcV f�f j = jdV f�f j is assumed [2]. Speci�c models [3]
assumed that excited leptons form a weak doublet which couples to the left-handed
lepton doublets, and these parameters can then be related to two other parameters, f
and f

0

[2], which describe the change from the Standard Model coupling constants g and
g
0

. With the assumption f = f
0

the cross section depends simply on the parameter f=�
which is related to the excited lepton mass according to f=� =

p
2�=m`� , where � is the

coupling of the excited charged lepton.
The double production of excited fermions is described by a Lagrangian of the type

Leff =
X

V=;Z

e �f�(AV f��V� +
kV f�

2mf�

���@�V�)f
� + h:c:
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where the kV f� parameters are related to the anomalous magnetic moments of the excited
leptons, which are assumed to be zero in this analysis and AV f� are form factors de�ned
according to reference [2]. Single and double excited charged lepton events were generated
according to their cross sections de�ned in [2] involving  and Z exchange. The particle
decays were simulated by JETSET 7.4 [4]. The initial state radiation e�ect was included
at the level of the generator for the single production, while for the double production
it is taken into account in the total cross section. For excited lepton masses above the
W and Z mass, the decays `� ! `W and `� ! `Z are also possible [5]. In this analysis,
only the relevant electromagnetic decay of the excited lepton `� ! ` was searched for,
assuming a (1 + cos �) decay angular dependence [2], where � is the angle of the �nal
lepton with respect to the electron beam in the `� rest frame. The dependence of the
branching ratio on the excited lepton mass was also taken into account [5].

3 The DELPHI detector and the standard processes

simulation

A detailed description of the DELPHI apparatus can be found in reference [6]. This
analysis relies on the charged particle and photon detection performed by the tracking
system and by the electromagnetic calorimeters.

The main tracking detector is the Time Projection Chamber which covers the angular
range 20� < � < 160�, where � is the polar angle de�ned with respect to the beam direc-
tion. Other detectors contributing to the track reconstruction are the MicroVertex De-
tector, the Inner and Outer Detectors, the Forward Chambers and the Muon Chambers.
The best momentum resolution obtained for muons is �(1=p) = 0:57 � 10�3(GeV/c)�1.

The Barrel and Forward electromagnetic calorimeters HPC and FEMC, and the
STIC are used for electromagnetic energy reconstruction. The STIC (Small angle TIle
Calorimeter), the DELPHI luminosity monitor, was used for electromagnetic shower de-
tection at very low polar angle and has a resolution of 2:7% for 45 GeV electrons. The
resolution of the HPC (High density Projection Chamber) and FEMC (Forward Electro-

magnetic Calorimeter) calorimeters is parameterized as �(E)=E = 0:043� 0:32=
p
E and

�(E)=E = 0:03� 0:12=
p
E � 0:11=E respectively, where E is expressed in GeV, and the

symbol � indicates the addition in quadrature.
The inuence of the detector on the analysis was studied by generating events for the

Standard Physics processes and passing them through the full DELPHI simulation and
reconstruction chain. Bhabha events and e+e� ! Z events with Z! ff , were generated
with PYTHIA [4]. The \" physics events were generated according to the TWOGAM
[7] generator for the muon, tau and quark channels and the Berends, Daverveldt and
Kleiss generator [8] for the electron channel.

A simpli�ed simulation model, using a parameterization of the detector response,
was used to obtain the e�ciency for excited charged lepton detection as a function of
mass, after imposing the cuts. A comparison with full simulation results was made and
reasonable agreement was found.
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4 Radiative leptonic events with hard photons

The inclusive search for radiative leptonic events with high energy photons was based
on the selection of low multiplicity events with at least one isolated and energetic photon.
The speci�c selection criteria were the following:

� a total number of charged particles between 2 and 6;
� at least one charged particle with momentum p larger than 3 GeV/c and polar angle
� greater than 20�;

� all charged particles with p > 1 GeV/c and � > 20� had to be grouped in two isolated
cones of 5�, the axis of each cone being the direction of the most energetic particle
within the cone: the angle between the axes of the cones had to be greater than 15�;

� at least one isolated electromagnetic cluster with an energy greater than 2 GeV and
with � > 10�. The isolation angle y was set to 15�.

The events selected with the above cuts include electron, muon and tau pairs accom-
panied by any number n of hard photons (n = 1; 2; 3:::). For the e+e� ! `` topology,
60 coplanar events (sum of angles between particles greater than 355�) were found, while
for the e+e� ! `` topology 3 events were observed. No event was found with more
than two hard isolated photons. The number of events expected from Standard Physics
processes with one photon and with two photons were 74:8�3:7 and 3:5�0:7, respectively.

For the three and four body topologies, the energy measurement can be signi�cantly
improved by using the polar and azimuthal angles, which are well measured in the de-
tector, and imposing energy and momentum conservation. The method can be applied
to tau events since the charged decay products essentially follow the direction of the pri-
mary tau. The mass resolution of the lepton-photon pair, after applying the kinematic
constraints, is about 1 GeV/c2 for electrons and muons and about 2 GeV/c2 for taus.

A comparison between the measured and calculated momenta and energies was made
for the charged particles and photons on a �2 basis. The �2 parameter was de�ned as
follows for the charged particles:

�2
charged

=
1

2

X
i=1;2

 
pcalc
i

� pmeas

i

�i

!2

where pmeas

i
is the measured momentum, pcalc

i
is the calculated momentum obtained by

application kinematic constraints, and �i is the quadratic sum of the errors on pcalc
i

and pmeas

i
. The pmeas

i
error contribution depends on the polar angle and was taken from

reference [6] while the pcalc
i

contribution was parameterized as �p = 0:25=tan(�i=2) GeV/c,
where �i is the angle between the direction of particle i and that of the nearest object
(cluster or charged cone axis). For the electron candidates, the measurement error was
scaled by a factor 1.2 in order to account for Bremsstrahlung losses.

For photons the �2 de�nition involving the measured and calculated energies was as
follows:

�2
photons

=
1

n

X
i=1;n

 
Ecalc

i
� Emeas

i

�i

!2

where Ecalc

i
and Emeas

i
are the calculated and measured electromagnetic energies, re-

spectively, and n is the number of photons. The error �i was taken as just the Emeas

i

contribution [6], since the Ecalc

i
contribution was estimated to be negligible.

yThe isolation angle of an electromagnetic cluster or photon is de�ned as its minimum angle with respect to the axes of
the charged particle cones.
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The `` sample was further puri�ed by requiring a good agreement (�2 < 5) between
the measured and the calculated values, either for the photons or for the charged leptons.
This cut eliminated 8 events in the data. The fact that the condition �2 < 5 is not
applied simultaneously to both photons and charged leptons allows ee and �� events
with photons near borders of the calorimeter modules, where the electromagnetic energy
can be badly reconstructed, to be kept. In �� events, the �2

charged
is expected to be large

because of the missing momenta associated with the neutrinos, and one therefore relies
only on the measurement of the photon energy. The number of events expected after all
cuts is 69:4 � 3:4.

Figure 1a) shows the invariant mass for the lepton-lepton pairs using the calculated
momenta obtained from the kinematic constraint applied to the `` sample. The two
possible ` invariant mass combinations are plotted in �gure 1b). The radiative return
to the Z is seen in the lepton pair mass spectrum. The overall agreement between data
and simulation is reasonable.

Figure 2 presents the energy and the isolation angle of the radiated photon. There
is satisfactory agreement between data and simulation. In the tail of events with very
isolated photons, �ve events were observed with isolation angle above 120�, while 1:8�0:6
were expected from SM processes. Higher statistics foreseen at LEP2 will allow more
detailed studies of this interesting region.

5 Searches for excited charged leptons

The search for the production of excited charged leptons followed the criteria used in
the selection of leptonic events with hard photons, as explained in section 4. However,
the cuts were adjusted in order to optimize the selection e�ciency and to minimize the
standard physics backgrounds. In the topologies selected, the trigger e�ciency is close
to 1 for all channels.

5.1 Pair production of excited charged leptons

Three `` events were observed in the inclusive analysis of section 4. Table 1 presents
the characteristics of these events. Two of them have an electromagnetic energy associ-
ated to both charged leptons of magnitude greater than 0.2 p and were classi�ed as ee.
The remaining event has hits in the muon chambers associated to both charged tracks
and was classi�ed as ��.

The �� event has a missing energy of about 30 GeV and a missing momentum of
the same order pointing in a direction near the beam pipe. For the ee events there is
good agreement between the measured momentum values and those obtained with the
kinematic constraint assuming only four particles in the event. For these two events, the
energies, momenta and invariant masses quoted in table 1 are the calculated ones.

The hypothesis of double excited lepton production implies the existence in the same
event of two ` combinations with compatible invariant mass values (the resolution on
the mass di�erence is around 3 GeV=c2). Only one event satis�es such a condition but
the mass value is about 17 GeV/c2, which is excluded at much more than 95% con�dence
level by searches at LEP1, which set mass limits of order mZ=2 [9].

The detection e�ciency for the double production was found to be independent of
the mass of the excited lepton and around 45%, 49% and 34% for excited electrons,
muons and taus, respectively. In the available kinematic region (M`� <

p
s=2), the decay

branching ratio `� ! ` is assumed to be 100%.
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run event leptons photons invariant mass avour
p1 p2 E1 E2 ``  `11 `21 `12 `22 tagging

63905 6267 44.8 26.4 39.0 20.1 68.2 55.5 82.3 17.5 15.9 43.8 ee

64561 34951 44.1 47.7 29.2 15.3 84.0 24.9 65.1 55.7 26.8 53.3 ee

64179 888 27.4 24.4 39.9 9.1 49.7 33.7 34.1 59.6 18.6 18.5 ��

Table 1: Characteristics of the `` events. Momenta are expressed in GeV/c and masses
in GeV/c2.

The lower limits at 95% con�dence level on the excited lepton masses are 62.5 GeV/c2

for electrons, 62.6 GeV/c2 for muons and 62.2 GeV/c2 for taus. These values take into
account a mass resolution of 2 GeV/c2, and the luminosities, production cross sections
and e�ciencies at the di�erent centre-of-mass energies. No background was subtracted.

5.2 Single production of excited charged leptons

The production of excited leptons proceeds through s-channel exchange for muons and
taus and through s and t-channels for electrons. For the t-channel exchange the single
production cross section increases very rapidly with decreasing polar angle, and can be
two orders of magnitude higher than the s-channel contribution [2]. For this reason the
spectator electron recoiling against the excited electron would usually be produced at
very low polar angles, and in most cases it would escape detection by remaining inside
the beam pipe.

Electron channel

The selection cuts used in section 4 were modi�ed in order to identify the electrons and
extended to increase the acceptance and to include events with one electron in the beam
pipe. The cuts were also optimized in order to reduce drastically the radiative Bhabha
and Compton backgrounds [10] by requiring the presence of a hard photon in the Barrel
region.

When the two charged leptons were detected in the tracking system, the following
additional cuts were applied to the sample selected as described in section 4:

� at least one charged particle with p > 10 GeV/c and with associated electromagnetic
energy of magnitude greater than 0.2 p;

� one isolated electromagnetic cluster with energy greater than 10 GeV and � > 40�.

When only one of the charged leptons was detected in the tracking system, the follow-
ing cuts were applied:

� a total number of charged particles between 1 and 6;
� at least one charged particle with p > 10 GeV/c and with associated electromagnetic
energy of magnitude greater than 0.2 p;

� all charged particles with p > 1 GeV=c and � > 20� grouped in one cone of 5�;
� one isolated electromagnetic cluster with energy greater than 10 GeV and � > 40�,
the angle between the cluster and the most energetic charged particle being between
15� and 179�.

Events with an additional cluster having � < 20� and energy greater than 2 GeV
were also accepted. In these events the second electron was not properly reconstructed
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as a charged track, being detected by its electromagnetic signature. When there was no
additional cluster, it was assumed that the spectator electron is along the beam direction.

The events that survived these cuts were then checked for their coplanarity and for
compatibility between the measured and the calculated momenta (the �2

charged
was re-

quired to be below 5). A total of 25 events passed all the selection criteria while 20:7�1:8
were expected from the simulation of the SM processes. Among these selected events, 12
had only one electron and one photon detected.

Muon channel

The selection cuts used in section 4 were modi�ed in order to identify the muons. The
additional criteria used for single excited muons were the following:

� two charged particles with associated electromagnetic energy less than 20% of the
measured momentum, and at least one with an associated hit in the muon chambers;

� the momentum of the most energetic charged particle larger than 10 GeV/c;
� one isolated electromagnetic cluster with energy greater than 10 GeV.

The events that survived the cuts were then checked for their coplanarity and for
compatibility between the measured and the calculated momenta (the �2

charged
should be

less than 5). A total of 7 events passed all the cuts while 8:0� 0:9 events were expected
from the Standard Physics.

Tau channel

An additional cut was applied to the sample selected as described in section 4 in order
to optimize the search for excited taus:

� one isolated electromagnetic cluster with energy greater than 10 GeV.

The events that survived these cuts were then checked for their coplanarity. The
measured and the calculated momenta for the �� candidates were required to disagree
for the charged particles and be compatible for the photon. The �2 variable de�ned in
section 4 was required to be greater than 5 for the charged particles and smaller than 5
for the photon.

A total of 2 events passed all the selection criteria while 5.9 �1:0 events were expected
from the simulation of the Standard Physics processes.

Figure 3 shows the invariant mass distribution for all possible lepton-photon combina-
tions in electron, muon and tau events, as well as the simulation predictions for Bhabha
and Z events. Two entries per event are shown except when the electron remains in the
beam pipe where just one entry was considered.

The e�ciency for detecting excited electrons was found to be roughly constant (around
43%) for masses between 90 and 130 GeV/c2. The e�ciency for detecting excited muons
was found to be around 56% for masses between 90 and 130 GeV/c2. The e�ciency
for detecting excited taus was found to be around 43% for masses between 90 and 110
GeV/c2 and to decrease to 30% for masses of 130 GeV/c2.

The evolution of the branching ratio for `� ! ` as a function of the `� mass was taken
into account according to reference [5]. Figure 4 shows the upper limit at 95% con�dence
level for the ratio �=M`� , as a function of the `� mass. The limits were calculated using a
Poisson distribution with background and assuming a mass resolution of 2 GeV/c2. These
new limits extend the mass region up to 136 GeV/c2 but in the kinematic region accessible
to LEP phase 1 (masses below 90 GeV/c2 ) are not competitive with the published limits
[9] due to the low statistics.
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6 Conclusions

An analysis of the DELPHI data corresponding to a total luminosity of 5.9 pb�1 at
centre-of-mass energies of 130 and 136 GeV has been performed.

Events with charged leptons and very energetic and isolated photons were searched
for and compared with the SM predictions. Reasonable agreement between data and
simulation was found in all spectra.

These data were used to search for production of excited charged leptons decaying into
their mass ground state (the ordinary lepton) by the emission of a photon. No signi�cant
signal was observed. The search for double production of excited charged leptons gave the
following 95% con�dence level limits on the masses of the composite states: me� > 62:5
GeV/c2, m�� > 62:6 GeV/c2 and m�� > 62:2 GeV/c2. Limits on the ratio of the coupling
constant to the mass were extracted from the search in the single production channels and
considerably extended the limits set at LEP1 and HERA [9]. Similar limits on excited
leptons in this energy range have recently been reported by the L3 collaboration [11].
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Figure 1: Invariant mass of lepton pairs (a) and lepton-photon pairs (b) for the ``

sample. The dots are the data and the shaded area is the simulation.
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Figure 3: Invariant masses for all possible lepton-photon combinations in single produc-
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